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The phenomenon of “digital fashion” has been lately addressed in media as the next significant step in the fashion industry. The increasing use of the 3D-software in fashion design processes is part of a wider “fashion 4.0” digitalization process. This article frames the phenomenon of digital fashion and presents an in-depth case study research on two pioneering companies in this area, Atacac and The Fabricant. How and why are they building their fashion design practice on digital 3D-design? How are these companies redefining the fashion design culture and the fashion designer? Drawing from sociology of professions, this article proposes that digital fashion is an emerging subfield within the field of fashion design, differentiating itself from the professional conventions and building new strategies of jurisdiction and legitimation. Driven by sociotechnical affordances and elevation of professional pride through ethical, conceptual, artistic and skill differentiation, digital fashion designer becomes also a digital artisan. In the increasingly virtual, or “phygital” space and a networked synergetic community of digital fashion, the professional, authorial, bodily and material boundaries of
designers become fluid, transforming the traditional figure of fashion designer.
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Introduction

Digitalization has led cultural industries such as film, music and media, toward increasing dematerialization. Digital visualization has evolved because of the needs of the film and gaming industries, providing new possibilities also to the fashion industry that, by its nature, relies heavily on imagery dissemination (Black 2019; Rocamora 2017; Makryniotis 2018). Yet, fashion is fundamentally an embodied practice (Raebild 2015; Entwistle 2000). The contemporary virtual dimensions of fashion are arguably remediated and refashioned, with new digitized practices relationally coexisting with the traditional and material ones (Crewe 2017). Late developments in the area of garment-specific 3D-software have given possibilities to digitalize the traditional fashion design processes and virtualize the fashion imagery, products and spaces (Arribas and Alfaro 2018). Ethical, economical and creative controversies of the fashion industry have shoved new designer generations to search for alternative ways of providing clothing and fashion experiences that waste less resources, turning to experimentation with service models, production methods and technologies (Black 2019; Särmäkari and Vänskä 2020). Some of such designers rely on 3D-technology that enables not only digital prototyping and sampling but also digital-only fashion collections. Among practitioners, consultants and fashion media, these practices are called “digital fashion” (e.g. Milne 2019).

A Dutch fashion startup, The Fabricant, came under the spotlight in May 2019 after they auctioned a digital-only Iridescence-dress in Ethereal Summit-blockchain event (New York), for cryptocurrency worth $9500 (Renwick 2019). As The Fabricant’s website shows, this was covered largely by media, from Vogue to Cosmopolitan and BBC, bringing “digital fashion” into the mainstream awareness. The dress was tailored on a photographed body of its owner and journalists were asking whether a dress needs to exist in real life. In their study on Habbo Hotel—online game, Lehdonvirta, Wilska, and Johnson (2009, 1075) found that even nonrealistic digital apparel is treated as commodities rather than media surfaces. Therefore, people are willing to pay for artificially scarce virtual goods as “lack of trendy sneakers at school could be compensated with virtual dragons and record players” (Lehdonvirta, Wilska, and Johnson 2009, 1075). Digital “skins” in games have long been familiar to players. Late examples of collaborations between fashion brands and games show that digital fashion might...
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become an integral part of fashion design practice and business (Yotka 2020; Makryniotis 2018). Recently, digital garments started to interest the major fashion companies also beyond gaming. For example, Tommy Hilfiger is planning to virtualize their design processes and showrooms entirely by 2022 (Milne 2019; McDowell 2019).

Research on digital 3D-fashion design calls for more empirical case studies in the area (e.g. Arribas and Alfaro 2018). The purpose of this article is to frame the phenomenon of “digital fashion” from the perspective of sociology of occupations through an in-depth case study investigation of two pioneering companies—Atacac and The Fabricant. Consisting from primary and secondary research material, this article sheds light on digital(-only) fashion as another layer of fashion design practice, professionalism, authorship, materiality, business and culture. This article contributes to the discussion on the implications of digitalization on the field of fashion design in the context of the “fourth industrial revolution,” or fashion 4.0, characterized by fusion of smart technologies that are blurring boundaries between the digital and the physical (Bertola and Teunissen 2018). How and why the presented case studies are building their fashion design practice on digital fashion 4.0 processes? How are these cases redefining the fashion design culture and the professional role of the fashion designer? First, the theoretical foundations of this research are introduced and the field of digital fashion contextualized. Second, the methods are presented and followed by analysis of the cases.

Professional fashion designer and fashion 4.0

This article approaches fashion design as an occupation and an embodied practice, reflecting the traditional figure of fashion designer against the digitalized ontology of fashion 4.0. The figure of fashion designer refers to an object of sociological investigation, located in a particular sociotechnical discourse and environment (Volonté 2012).

Traditional figure of fashion designer

The foundations of fashion designership were laid over 150 years ago by arguably the first fashion designer, C.F. Worth. However, the figure of fashion designer has since then become highly fragmented and complex due to the technological, societal and cultural changes of the globalized world (Kawamura 2018; Volonté 2012, 400).

Traditionally, an “artist” status of fashion designer is a professional legitimation strategy and stratification element (Steele 2017; Kawamura 2018; Crane 2019; Särmäkari 2020). This is linked to the Modern concept of art being above craft, and to the Romantic notion of authorship, emerged during industrialization when the work and the artifact were separated (Shiner 2001; Woodmansee 1994). Dematerialization,
conceptualization and intellectualization of fashion have been evolving since WWII, contrasting the increasing dominance of mass-produced fashion and legitimizing fashion design as a valorized cultural practice (Van de Peer 2014; Clark 2012; Crane 2019; McRobbie 1998). However, design processes are intimately associated with designers’ hands-on activities, such as sketching, draping, handling materials and fitting (Raebild 2015). These require a combination of technical and esthetic skills together with temporal sensitivity, creativity, as well as cultural and commercial understanding, juggling between newness and continuity (Bye and Sohn 2010; Vangkilde 2017). Thus, the professional fashion design practice stands on the embodied tacit knowledge of the designer as a fleshy human body in action—an assemblage of sensuous, emotional and physical encounters between humans and nonhumans, such as textiles, garments, brands, society and technology (Entwistle 2000; Raebild 2015; Petreca 2017; Vangkilde 2017, 186; D. Atkinson 2017, 149).

The balance between the culture of wearability and the culture of image-making depends on the market level and the educational, productional and cultural specificities of certain locations (Renfrew and Renfrew 2009, 78; McRobbie 1998; Volonté 2012). The field-specific value system transforms over time because of the constant struggle between different actors and institutions, negotiating the professional boundaries and legitimacy (Bourdieu 1993, 138; Van de Peer 2014, 446; Volonté 2012, 401). I argue that the contextual embodied knowledge of fashion designer is the professional jurisdiction—the link between their occupation and the work itself (Abbott 1988). Designers’ authorial, intermediary and institutional recognition construct fashion designers’ socio-professional legitimation in the field of fashion and among other design fields (Bourdieu 1993; McRobbie 1998; Kawamura 2018). The figure of fashion designer is treated in this article as a situated blend of jurisdiction and legitimation.

**Fashion 4.0**

The figure of fashion designer is essentially affected by technological environments as “fashion itself can be considered as a history of technology” (Quinn 2002, 3). Fashion practice was paradigmatically shaped by the First, Second, Third, and now, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Bertola and Teunissen 2018). “Fashion 4.0” stands for the new technological and organizational paradigm linked to the loose concept of Industry 4.0 that operates in cyber-physical space and develops toward smart products, production and networks, automation, optimization, flexibility, as well as sustainability-oriented, datafied and customer-driven processes (Bertola and Teunissen 2018). Hermann, Pentek, and Otto (2015) argue that Industry 4.0 is characterized by six design principles—interoperability, virtualization, decentralization, modularity, service orientation and real-time capability.
Fashion 4.0 can be placed in the larger context of postindustrial network society where experiences are favored over products, and people are less tied to time and places (Castells 2010). Hunt’s (2005) utopian Manifesto for Postindustrial Design states that the heavy mechanical mass production is becoming extinct, together with authoritative, centrally positioned designers. Propelled by distributed intelligence, computer-aided-design (CAD) and ecological realities, postindustrial design relies on the flexibility and evolving nature of code (Hunt 2005). Accordingly, the dynamics within the otherwise conservative fashion industry are slowly liberating from time, place, actor and constellation constraints (Black 2019). Digital platforms and social media have boosted fashion dissemination, immediacy and accessibility, distributing fashion authority to diverse assemblage of participants, blurring boundaries between production and consumption, professionals and amateurs, physical and virtual, material and intangible, as well as object and image (Crewe 2017, 129–130; P. Atkinson 2010).

Until recently, the niche area of “techno fashion” has been dominated by physical garment and material applications, such as smart clothing and digital garment fabrication (Quinn 2002; Braddock Clarke and Harris 2012). The overlapping streams of design-related fashion 4.0 technology focus arguably on (1) new service models, including masscustomization and customized digital production on-demand (e.g. Mattila 2016); (2) smart garments, textiles and IoT systems (e.g. Farren and Hutchison 2004); (3) utilization of AI (e.g. Luce 2019); and (4) digital fashion where 3D-technology is used in design processes, product development, visualization, distribution and marketing (e.g. Black 2019). This article focuses on the fourth area and the ways it shapes fashion designership.

**Digital fashion—merging the physical and the virtual**

Recently, virtual 3D-fashion, or so-called “digital fashion”, has caught wide media attention, accelerated by the global COVID-19 situation that forced companies to digitize their processes and user experiences (McDowell 2020). Digital 3D-models can be displayed before the products are manufactured, as the car industry has been doing for decades. In this way, the production processes require less labor, material, logistical and time investment, which might also generate novel and arguably more sustainable business models (Black 2019; Volino, Cordier, and Magenenat-Thalmann 2005, 597; Sun, Li, and Wang 2014; Mattila 2016). Proponents of digital-only fashion believe that the dematerialized fashion is a way for self-expression and a long-awaited answer to the overproduction and generic offerings of the fashion industry (Milne 2019).

Virtual representations and 3D-design are nothing new in visual effect field, industrial design, architecture, animation and game design, yet, a rather late addition to the fashion designers’ two-dimensional
digital toolset (Bye and Sohn 2010, 200; Sun et al. 2014, 1042). The key is the 3D-technology itself, which until recently has served mainly hard surfaced objects, designers with engineering mindsets and pattern-makers (Volino et al. 2005, 597; Sun et al. 2014; Mattila 2016, 1–2; Sun and Zhao 2018, 369). Lately, computation speed and algorithmic methods have enabled better soft material simulation techniques, real-time garment animation, interactive design systems as well as hyper-realistic digital 3D draping, resulting in increasingly popular virtual draping software developed with and for fashion designers (Volino et al. 2005, 593–594; Mattila 2016; Arribas and Alfaro 2018; Makryniotis 2018, 101–102; Jhanji 2018). Software such as Browzewear and CLO3D, simulate the behavior of the garment on a moving avatar, merging patternmaking, imagery production and fashion design (Spahiu et al. 2014; Mattila 2016; Makryniotis 2018; Black 2019). The term “digital fashion” is used by the media and practitioners to refer to a processual tool for virtual product development and visualization; marketing or educational tool for online stores and virtual museums; and digital-only end-product for virtual use. 3D-file as a container of all the garment and material data that can be used in various platforms.

Digital 3D fashion design has been studied in academia mainly from design research perspective looking into new processual, operational, technical and economic aspects (e.g. Volino et al. 2005; Bye and Sohn 2010; Arribas and Alfaro 2018). Before the late phenomenon of digital fashion, Jane Harris has experimented with the 3D computer graphic imaging (CGI) in fashion and textile design, seeing it substantially informed by the tacit knowledge, analogue craft skills and vocabulary of designers (Harris 2005; Braddock Clarke and Harris 2012). Several scholars have explored the possibilities of digital 3D-fashion for sustainability and inclusivity, for example, localization of garment production (Mattila 2016), design for disabilities (Kaiser et al. 2014), realistic 3D-design for on-demand model (Black 2019) and zero-waste design (McQuillan 2020). Digital 3D-fashion design is also addressed in research on producing virtual fashion experiences, such as tactility of digital textiles (Petrecà 2017), virtual fitting (e.g. Baytar and Ashdown 2015) and design for social games (Makryniotis 2018).

The earliest commercial examples of digital fashion are arguably Atacac (2016–), Neuro Studio (2016?), Carlings’s digital-only collection (2017–), The Fabricant (2018–) and DIGI-GXL-community of freelancing womxn, intersex, trans and non-binary designers (2018–). The gaming world has embraced digital apparel considerably earlier. Makryniotis (2018) argues that in-game-purchase-based online gaming (e.g. Fortnite) has bridged the gap between character and fashion design. In styling games, such as Drest, any companies can show, test, collect data, optimize and sell their products. Virtual reality (VR) spaces, such as Second Life and Sansar, are marketplaces for amateur designs and brand stores of digital-only clothing. In games and VR, the avatars
range from hyper-realistic to surreal. Because the VR representations of bodies, gender, sexuality and beauty ideals are typically narrow and conservative, the key figures behind the ethos of digital fashion, such as Cattytay—a digital designer, influencer, founder of DIGI-GXL and co-founder of The Institute of Digital Fashion—advocate for diversity, inclusivity and queering practices to ensure the space in the “metaverse” (three-dimensional virtual space) for the voices that are underrepresented and marginalized in the traditional fashion world and, especially, digital culture.

Many new brands, such as Tribute Brand (2020–), started to tailor digital-only 3D-garments on photographed bodies as “phygital” AR-experiences that blur the distinction between the “real” and the “simulated”, mixing physical and digital worlds (Gaggioli 2017, 774). During 2020–2021, digital fashion has mainstreamed, numbers of digital fashion designers increased and stores have appeared. Zooming into the actual digital fashion design practices is essential to understand transformations in the figure of fashion designer.

**Methods**

This article investigates two pioneering cases of digital fashion, Atacac and The Fabricant. A qualitative case study strategy helps to understand the “how” and “why” behind the unexplored complexity of two contemporary practices in real-world settings and to construct new knowledge through personal interpretation of the data (Yin 2018, 2–4; Stake 1995, 37). I approached the companies via e-mail, introducing myself as a researcher with fashion design background and explaining the goals of the research project. I also met the founder and designer of Atacac in a 3D-fashion seminar that I assisted in organizing at Aalto University in 2018. I heard about The Fabricant during my fieldwork at Atacac studio in Gothenburg (Sweden). The Fabricant was mentioned as Atacac’s closest “partner in crime.” I contacted the already hyped company later in 2019 and, luckily, was welcomed to visit their studio in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) later the same year.

This empirical study focuses predominantly on their reflections about and content of their actual work (Abbott 1988, 19). The primary ethnomethodological research material was collected through semi-structured interviews, conversations and observation. I personally experienced the field (Moon 2016, 67) and spent 3 days at Atacac (March 6–8, 2019), and 2 days at The Fabricant (November 19–20, 2019). I took notes and photographs during their work, meetings, discussions and workshops to capture the aspects that cannot be expressed explicitly and verbally (Atkinson and Hammersley 1994). I later turned fieldnotes, taken by hand and on computer, into reports as Word-files. I interviewed 7 out of 8 Atacac workers and 4 out of 5 The Fabricant workers, focusing on certain themes and topics. I sound-recorded and transcribed the
interviews, the length of which varied from 15 min to 3 h. Additionally, I collected, compiled in text files and analyzed a vast amount of case-related media articles, talks, videos, podcasts, websites, reports and social media content of the companies. I applied a reflexive thematic analysis method to generate themes using my creativity, subjectivity and reflexivity as a resource for positioned, context-bound and situated meaning-making (Braun and Clarke 2019). After exploring the cases in their physical locations and everyday activities, and an immersive familiarization with the data, I executed an organic and iterative coding process in dialogue with evolving themes and theoretical assumptions (Braun and Clarke 2019). I utilized Atlas.ti-software in the coding stage.

**Cases: Atacac and The Fabricant**

**Atacac**

Atacac is a small Swedish fashion company, founded in 2016 by a fashion designer-researcher Rickard Lindqvist and a digital creative Jimmy Herdberg. At the time of my fieldwork, the company consisted of nine people. One intern, Tom Robertson, was concentrating on the communication and garment representation side whereas another intern, Wilma Kuipers, was working on the Sharewear platform and patterns, focusing on the processual dimensions of digital fashion design. Cristian Alvarez Mergas, having fashion design background and tech-savviness, digitized the physical fabrics and performed other technical tasks. The project manager, Anna Lebar, made sure that everything works; the patternmaker, Amandine Roudaut, prepared the patterns for production; and two micro-factory tailors, with origins from Syria, made the garments.

Rickard’s design and research work are deeply rooted in his original background as a tailor and patternmaker. Atacac is committed to serve the physical human body building on the kinetic garment construction theory which Rickard developed during his PhD research. The theory proposes an alternative pattern-cutting paradigm based on balance directions, key biomechanical and a particular draping method that challenge the “static matrix of a non-moving body” and the “fundamental relationship between dress, garment construction, and the body, working from the body outward” (Lindqvist 2015, 348). When Rickard and Jimmy tested CLO3D-software, they saw immediately business and artistic possibilities in its utilization in relation to Lindqvist’s theory. Combining virtual and physical worlds, Rickard starts designing with CLO3D from the pattern. Atacac also created a reverse process where sales happen predominantly before the production, and the garments are presented virtually before sampling. The preordered garments are produced mostly on-demand in their in-house micro-factory. Atacac uses a flight ticket logic in pricing: the earlier the garment is purchased, the...
less it costs, thus, the inventory is the most expensive and remains minimal. This also allows microtrend forecasting, informing designers which products should be evolved further. Rickard highlights the importance of physical prototyping and fittings, materiality, and preservation of the physical garment construction craft. However, Atacac has expanded their action space in VR and the gaming world. Inspired by the wealthy e-sports studio from the neighborhood, Lindqvist anticipated that in the future, the fashion businesses could make profit from e-clothes instead of perfumes and designer bags and that digital fashion can be closer to imaginative and unique haute couture (Figures 1 and 2).

**The Fabricant**

According to their webpage, The Fabricant is positioned at the intersection between fashion and technology, being the first “Digital Fashion House” that makes digital-only clothing, “wastes nothing but data and exploits nothing but imagination.” They talk about a new order of human existence, enabled and normalized by technologies, such as social media and games. The Fabricant wants to revolutionize the mindset of the fashion world and the idea of fashion as a material practice and reduce the environmental impact by eliminating the manufacturing. The startup comprised 5 people at the time of my fieldwork in November 2019 (and almost six-times this amount in September 2021!). The Fabricant was founded at the beginning of 2018 by Kerry Murphy, a filmmaker and visual effect specialist who has worked also in advertising. Shortly after, The Fabricant’s co-founder and creative director Amber Jae Slooten joined the company. Amber was the first fashion design student to produce an entirely digital-only graduation collection at AMFI (Amsterdam Fashion Institute) where she later taught digital 3D fashion design, inspiring new designers (such as Atacac’s interns). The Fabricant’s creative producer, Marlous Custers, plays an essential role in company operations and creative processes as she manages the practical side of everyone’s work as well as the large network of clients and freelancers. Another co-founder, Andrea Hoppenbrouwer, has solid corporate experience and is responsible for commercial direction. Bram Siebers was a newly hired 3D product expert with technical fashion production background. Their blog content and a range of slogans are generated by a freelance writer Mickey Larosse. The later increase of their workforce shows that the company has grown very fast since 2019.

The design process at The Fabricant starts from the concept or brief of a client, and a storyboard. The garment design process begins from draping on an avatar or, in case of a client project, from visualization based on provided tech-packs, flat drawings and photos or examination of physical garments. The digital garment, the story and the digital experience are the end-products, merging fashion design and animated film. The Fabricant wishes to start selling increasingly their own designs and create a digital-only fashion industry. For The Fabricant, digital
fashion is a space for dreaming, free from the constraints of the physical reality and providing anyone “the entire fashion industry on their hard drive” (Larosse 2019). The Fabricant is developing a fashion platform called Leela that they hope to be their main business in the future. The beta version was tested during 2020 and is intended for sharing, showing and selling both their own designs and digital garments of other companies. The users will have their personal avatars that can wear the garments in the platform (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 1
Rickard Lindqvist working simultaneously on a computer screen (modifying pattern in CLO) and a human-sized screen (visualization of the garment). Photo: author.
Findings

The phenomenon of digital fashion occurs in the context of fashion 4.0, and although the practices operate on the fringes of the industry and take distance from the industrial manufacturing, they arguably entail the aforementioned six design principles of Industry 4.0—interoperability, virtualization, decentralization, real-time capability, service orientation and modularity (Hermann et al. 2015; Bertola and Teunissen 2018).

Figure 2
The micro-factory of Atacac in an industrial area near the center of Gothenburg. Photo: author.
The analysis of the research material resulted in three main themes and several subthemes that concern fashion designship. To answer how the case studies are building their fashion design practice on digital 3D-design, a theme of sociotechnical affordances (cf. Davis and Chouinard 2016) unfolds the technology, processes and end-products of digital fashion practice. The why behind such practices are recognized in the theme called elevation of professional pride which regards several differentiation strategies and disruption of the status quo. Finally, the question on how these companies are redefining the fashion design culture and the fashion designer, a theme of fluid boundaries of fashion culture and fashion designer 4.0 examines the findings through the six principles of Industry 4.0 and outlines further characteristics identified in the practice of digital fashion.
Sociotechnical affordances

This theme unravels the internal and external professional disturbances (Abbott 1988, 215) such as software, workflows, operational models, new skills, and the evolving tacit knowledge, as well as the dimensions of digital 3D-fashion stretching from the function of being a tool to
create physical garments to a virtual fashion culture of digital-only end-products for humans, avatars or cyborgs.

Technology

After testing other similar software, both fashion designers of Atacac and The Fabricant chose CLO3D due to its intuitive interface, appealing visual representation, interoperability with other software and compatibility with their skills. In fact, the software inspired Atacac to start their business:

When we came across this 3D solution with this software […] we realized that now [in 2016] the digital 3D tools are advanced on such a level that it’s possible to do a lot of those experimentations [kinetic garment theory and draping] digitally to a large part, which was not possible when I started the research project six years earlier. (Rickard)

The Fabricant’s Amber has a traditional fashion school background that taught how to cut, design, sew and drape: “I was always in my room with piles of fabrics and pen and pattern paper and sewing outfits for my design classes.” Amber had her first encounter with a 3D-software (Lectra) during her studies at AMFI, when she realized the potential of digital 3D-tools. Amber took a semester off from school to explore 3D-programs, ending up with CLO3D which could be seen to entail the sociotechnical affordances, that take the existing fashion designer skillset and operational ecosystem into account, pushing and encouraging its users toward new actions, workflows, product-types and ultimately, culture of work (Davis and Chouinard 2016). Generally, affordance refers to a “range of functions and constraints that an object provides for, and places upon, structurally situated subjects” (Davis and Chouinard 2016, 241). The social acceptance of CLO3D among peers and accessibility for fashion designers without earlier 3D-modeling competence nudges the designers to learn digital fashion design. Both cases found that the visual quality of the digital garments also increases the appeal of digital garments from the perspective of the audience. Furthermore, the development of efficient and affordable hardware has enabled such 3D-software to be accessible to amateurs, laypeople and students. As Bram from The Fabricant recalled: “[…] I saw how good the product looks like in digital, and then I quit my job, started freelancing and studied CLO for like one year now and, uh, yeah, and I’m here.” While it is relatively easy to learn CLO, true mastery requires extensive practice. As all the case designers pointed out, physical training and knowledge in garment construction help to adopt digital workflow and create hyper-realistic digital garments. Concurrently, the software educates the less experienced users how a garment is constructed, and different materials behave.
In addition to CLO3D, both companies use a range of other software, such as Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, and (free) open-source 3D-rendering software Blender. Atacac also uses an inexpensive Chinese software Bok for pattern development and grading. The Fabricant does not invest in pattern-development. Instead they use film-specific software such as Cinema 4D, Houdini and After Effects. The primary hardware that both cases use are computers. Additionally, Atacac’s micro-factory is equipped with a rather traditional machinery, purchased from closing down Swedish tailors. The only digital production hardware in their plans is an automatic CNC cutting machine.

Processes

Digital fashion transforms the fashion design process for both physical and virtual practices. In physical practices, it enables instant preorder data in a Design/Sell/Make-model, contrasting the traditional Design/Make/Sell-model where designers are guessing and dictating the future demand (Black 2019, 113–132). Digital fabrics, patterns and assets hypothetically reduce the physical traffic between the supplier and the designer. Designers can visualize their work, fit on digital models (of any size and shape) and make decisions immediately, without waiting for samples. Abandoning the traditional bulk-based business model requires a flexible infrastructure and modular production system in order to provide affordable customized on-demand garments—and stay in business. Atacac relies on 3D-technology and in-house micro-factory to shorten lead times from typical 6–18 months to three weeks. Atacac describes their model as “design-present-sell-produce” including the essential element of fashion as not only a commodity but also a visual culture (“present”). For The Fabricant the “producing” part is virtual as they craft highly detailed digital-only garments and animated fashion experiences. The Fabricant wants to bring their design process from six weeks to five days by automating workflows from the creation of digital bodies and motion libraries to rendering and environment simulation.

The design processes, defined by contexts, collaborators, outcome and professional backgrounds, are seemingly more pattern-driven when the garments are meant to become physical, and more image-driven as a visualization method or in cases when the garments remain digital-only. At Atacac, the 3D-file of a garment takes two directions from Rickard’s table: pattern (Amandine) and image development (Jimmy’s team). While digital prototyping saves time and money, Rickard still finds important to fit the prototypes physically, entailing materiality, haptic handling and thinking through designer’s own body (Raebild 2015; D. Atkinson 2017, 149). Designers of The Fabricant translate their material and embodied knowledge into digital-only form (cf. Harris 2005, 24; Santos, Montagna, and Neto 2020). Amber showed me on the computer how she starts the process of “sculpting on the body.” She chose a light silk chiffon that falls lightly on the avatar’s body. The simulation made
me feel the goosebumps from chiffon falling on the body. Seemingly, the element of motion makes the digital garment behavior relatable. As in traditional fashion design, digital fashion designers design something new but also something familiar (cf. Raebild 2015). The Fabricant wants to question bodily constraints whereas Atacac places the fleshy body at the center of their design process. Both companies emphasize that 3D-design affords a quick and intuitive experimentation:

I always work with concepts, so it’s always like concepts that underlie the feeling that I have, and this feeling is translated into images. Then those images translated into kind of the feeling that I need for designing. [...] Then I just throw it on the doll and start working and sometimes it ends up being completely different from what I intended. But I like that as well because it’s so free. And I save like 10 different versions of the same thing. Just to be able to go back to the original. And the thing is: in digital, when you cut, you can always click control-z. [...] It’s super playful. Well, you also have to say no sometimes just to stop because it’s also never finished. (Amber)

Amber’s design process resembles the traditional draping, but without piles of fabrics, prototypes, failed toile tests and nights spent on sewing. The fabric library of CLO3D contains a large selection of materials that can be twisted with own scanned textures and prints. Atacac enriches this library with chosen physical fabrics that they digitize using CLO3D Fabric Kit.

End-products

Digital garments are more than just designs – they are artifacts in digital form. The garments can be palimpsests: multilayered objects that different creators can build on. Both Atacac and The Fabricant share their digital garment files and invite everyone to modify the designs. However, designers of these two companies have rather different tasks: Atacac’s end-goal are both physical and virtual garments whereas The Fabricant aims at digital-only garments. For Atacac, virtual garments are representing mainly the physical garments while The Fabricant’s designs simulate the reality with “small links” to physical clothes such as labels, yet, taking distance from and pushing the boundaries of the reality, creating surreal experiences. The Fabricant’s end-products are also stories, concepts and short animated movies.

Before The Fabricant, Amber designed an installation showing her future vision of fashion where people wear simple everyday outfits whereas the expression layer is projected on the body as a hologram. Amber’s idea was to literally divide the protection and expression functions of clothing (cf. Kawamura 2018). Digital-only fashion tackles the expression function, already virtualized by the social media. The
Fabricant suggests that virtual clothes could satisfy the needs for sartorial self-expression, echoing Baudrillard’s (1994, 8) concept of postmodern “society of simulation” where cultural modes of representation simulate reality in media, cyberspace, and virtual reality, and identities are constructed by the appropriation of images instead of tangible objects. Atacac has similar views and finds virtual worlds as new creative spaces for professional and nonprofessional fashion designers to create imaginative rather than everyday outfits.

**Elevation of professional pride**

The controversial status quo of the fashion industry in combination with the appreciation toward fashion as a culture and craft inspired both cases to reposition fashion design practice within the interdependent system of professions (Abbott 1988, 86). The founders had experienced overall frustration in their respective fields earlier. For example, before The Fabricant, Amber did not want to work in the fashion industry because she was afraid to be drawn by the flow. Instead, she supported herself partly by restaurant work and, in this way, maintained her artistic integrity (cf. McRobbie 1998). Atacac and The Fabricant could be seen as “architects of digital fashion” (Wilcox 2019), building the whole culture, visual language, rules and operational models from scratch, which is an advantage and a challenge at the same time. Uncertainty is tackled through learning from each other and collaborators. Failure is accepted as part of their startup-minded activity.

A second leading theme demonstrating the reasons behind the digital fashion practices is related to professionalization. Even though the cases contest exclusivity and protection of professional jurisdiction, they do explicitly and implicitly pursue elevation of professional pride through ethical, artistic, intellectual and skill differentiation in the field of fashion.

**Ethical differentiation**

Although this article does not evaluate ethical responsibility of digital fashion, my study shows that both cases consider digital fashion as a more sustainable and inclusive approach to fashion practice and use ethical differentiation from the traditional fashion industry as a professional legitimation strategy. The Fabricant eliminates all the physical production, whereas Atacac minimizes the material, logistic and overall production impact. Both companies want to transform the prevalent fashion field through talks, consulting and serving as an example.

Besides environmental aspects, Atacac and The Fabricant accentuate the social freedom that the virtual sartorial world might offer. For Amber, digital fashion is an “open space for people to be themselves” and she wants to design for bodies outside the limits of beauty and size standards, gender norms, ability, wealth and dressing conventions.
Despite the aspirations of the cases and other digital fashion influencers, including Cattytay, digital fashion is not entirely liberated from the pressures on “fashioned bodies to conform and perform to socially defined standards” (D. Atkinson 2017, 159; Boler 2007). The virtual fashion imagery tends to mirror the narrow norms and ideals of the physical reality. Therefore, it is yet to achieve the state of an “open space” for everyone.

Another form of inclusivity that Atacac and The Fabricant wish to tackle is the one of skills. Traditional fashion education is exclusive and often expensive. The cases highlight accessibility of digital fashion design practice to anyone with a laptop, internet connection and 3D-software license. They share willingly their knowledge among the online communities. Nonetheless, such inclusivity has its limits as well: digital devices, licenses and their adoption require financial resources, suitable infrastructure, time to learn and play with the software, and, presumably, digital nativeness. Furthermore, as both cases show, the physical tacit knowledge of a traditional fashion designer and patternmaker, combined with the skills of a digital designer and visual effects specialist, contribute to the digital craftsmanship and storytelling abilities. Such tacit knowledge is acquired through education or hobbies.

The cases find 3D-fashion design also as a pathway to improve the position of professional fashion designers. Technologizing and expanding fashion design profession might offer a thicker paycheck than the traditional fashion field that carries a high risk of self-exploitation, and where the socio-economic privilege reaches only a fraction of designers (McRobbie 1998). The cases pursue sustainability of work and togetherness on many levels. As Kerry reflects: “I want to wake up every single morning and look forward to coming here, to meet all the people that are my colleagues as well as friends.” At Atacac, leisure activities and families were integral part of daily conversations; long hours were not encouraged; and niceness was a default.

Artistic and intellectual differentiation

The driving force behind both cases is frustration toward the conservative fashion world: the outdated processes, authoritative designship, conventional fashion spaces and static physicality of the object. Such thoughts resemble the foundations of conceptual fashion and open-source philosophy (cf. Clark 2012; Särmäkari and Vänskä 2020). Conceptual art arose from the disappointment toward human civilization by questioning the principles of artmaking, the artist, the predominance of the visual, the galleries, commodification, as well as the permanent art object, resulting in new temporal and performative art forms (Clark 2012, 67–68). Later, conceptual fashion designers contested the foundations of the fashion culture in a similar way (Clark 2012, 74). A narrativization and intellectualization of fashion worlds (Van de Peer 2014) continues in digital fashion settings where even film-
style storylines become part of fashion designer’s work. Furthermore, digital fashion may be paralleled with the post-digital art discourse that debates on the human existence, embodiment and authorship in the networked digital age, yet, focuses on specific media and materialities in the screen-dominated data-world (Paul 2017; Kholeif 2018).

The Fabricant draws concepts from the societal questions and zeitgeist in a critical manner and talks about designing fashion experiences, not just artifacts. Likewise, Atacac subverts the fundamentals of fashion-making: as Rickard said, their primary motivation is to find “more intelligent ways of doing.” Possibly due to Rickard’s academic background, they pursue a fashion practice where new work is “standing on the shoulders of giants” and works are open for use if the original author is referenced. For The Fabricant, doing fashion is a form of research – as Amber describes their conceptual process, “[…] it’s kind of a mood-board, but it’s also a research paper.” Furthermore, Amber found experimenting with non-textile materials, non-human bodies, AI-generated design process, and surreal environments more rewarding than working with physical realm.

Intellectualization and artification of fashion practice have a similar legitimation role as abstract academic knowledge that traces the foundations of professional work to major cultural values (Abbott 1988, 54; Crane 2019). For both cases, the excessive and exclusive fashion culture no longer fits the reality 21st century, therefore, differentiation happens through the concept, process, and creativity.

Skill differentiation

While fashion artists-designers even hide their sewing skills (McRobbie 1998), digital fashion valorizes the technical and patternmaking skills. Digital fashion designer is also a maker. Atacac builds on their pattern-making mastery, whereas The Fabricant highlights that they are a digital fashion house, practicing digital craftsmanship far from the “gamey” esthetics. Both companies are based on a union between professionals with fashion design and digital skills, yet, the tasks are rather divided, and the fashion designers are primarily responsible for the garments. Fashion designers are thus taking over the jurisdiction of garment 3D-design processes and visualization, vacating a number of jurisdictions central in fashion designers’ work: the time-consuming 2D-drawings, instructions, and sampling.

In addition to technical, digital and fashion skills, digital fashion practices require advanced organizational and communication skills due to the fragmented teamwork and global collaboration. Therefore, the role of producer/product manager is central in managing workflows, collaborations, communication with clients and freelancers, recruitment, budgeting and scheduling. Communication skills are equally important for the digital fashion designer: e.g. Amber briefs and communicates daily with globally located 3D-designers, environment designers, sound
designers and other freelancers, recruited on the basis of their special
tools and particular project needs. In comparison to the traditional fash-
ion design, the nature of teamwork expands dramatically and calls for
the empathic skill to “read people” worldwide.

**Fluid boundaries of fashion culture and fashion
designer 4.0**

The most frequent code that appeared during the analysis of the
research material was “open-source philosophy” which refers to a mind-
set and design approach stemming from digital culture that cherishes
transparency, co-design, modifiability of products, rapid and DIY on-
demand making as well as overall togetherness (Särnäkari and Vänskä
2020, 2420). I argue that such mindset is mainstreaming and results in
fluid boundaries of fashion culture and fashion designer 4.0, which are
not limited to the social, processual and professional boundaries but
also material and bodily boundaries. In the six principles of industry 4.0
(Hermann et al. 2015), I find the elements of open-source philosophy
and the fluidity between the physical and the virtual worlds, products
and processes, as well as slowness and immediacy tied to evolving pro-
fessional jurisdiction. Interoperability is important between different
software as well as different professionals, nonprofessionals and cul-
tures. Virtualization transmits the designer to phygitality and digital
craftsmanship, turning the designer-artist into a digital artisan, designer-
maker and designer-communicator. Virtualization of garments quantifies
the artifact and datafies the human body, behavior and action space.
Open-source philosophy, community-based legitimation and using
extensive networks as well as blockchain technology comprise the decen-
tralization elements. Real-time capability appears in the immediacy of
visualization, testing, sampling and selling as well as in quick reaction
data and short lead times. Service orientation underlies the prioritization
of processes over products, and services as source of revenue.
Modularity is essential in customization, co-creation, and overall flexi-
bility of processes.

**Fluid professional and authorial boundaries**

Abbott argues that the clarity with which professional borders are
defined toward other professions (or other players in the field) may
affect the jurisdictions’ vulnerability (Abbott 1988, 56). In digital fash-
ion, the designer’s role is fluid and deeply contextual. The assemblages
of the professional backgrounds, hobbies, experiences and technologies
form what these two companies are and how they work.

[...] I used to play hours and hours of Sims, just dressing the
dolls. Because I love the fact that I could, you know, download
things and hack the software to create like green skin or things like that. (Amber)

Both companies combine own product development with service orientation. Atacac and The Fabricant finance their artistic work with revenue from varying client projects, consulting and, in case of Atacac, micro-manufacturing income. The cases work in networks of small businesses, freelancers and big companies within and beyond the fashion world. Interdisciplinary collaboration happens also locally among studio members and with neighbors. The relationship between digital fashion designers and patternmakers or manufacturing is more intimate, even symbiotic (Sun and Zhao 2018, 368–369).

Professional and authorial boundaries are contested by the open-source attitude of both cases who find the secrecy of the fashion industry irrational because it is easy to copy a garment. By sharing their designs and files they want to ensure decent copies, modifications and customer engagement. As Jimmy reflects: “[...] if someone downloads our pattern and makes their own garment, they are spending so much time with our brand, learn everything about how it’s done, then they post it in the social media, talk about it, share links to us. The value of that is so much more than selling a piece.” In contrast to the specialized and unattainable technologies of earlier industrial phases, the contemporary technologies might reduce dependence on professional design and production (P. Atkinson 2010). Customers have also indirect impact on designs by clicking and preordering garments. Data-driven product evolution happens iteratively and rather effortlessly because the file can be opened and modified. Frequent “drops” generate instant feedback and enable bold testing. Furthermore, the evolution of the product can be tokenized, traced and authenticated with blockchain technology, making digital garments collectible, unique artifacts (cf. Crane 2019) that are called non-fungible tokens (NFTs) (Hernandez, Vogelsteller, and Sieler 2019). Hence, the design and artifact are converged, while authorship can be prescribed to all the designer-makers of the artifact.

The digital-only design process potentially turns the experience of the fashion design increasingly into what Hayles (2012) calls “technogenesis” where humans think through, with and alongside digital media. When the products, wearers and environments are partly or entirely virtual, the garments are mediatized to work in virtual spaces (Rocamora 2017). Furthermore, Douglas Atkinson (2017, 152) argues that contemporary fashion designers are estranged from the craft and manufacturing processes, therefore, digital 3D-design might be their only way to mediate design “in a world of limited resources but great computational power.” In technogenesis, digital fashion designers design also for fluid identities, or cyborgs that are dynamic, co-evolving, heterogeneous and historically situated assemblages of humans and non-humans, the real and the virtual bodies, established through relational
encounters and forming phygital, digital-material existence (Haraway 1997; Gaggioli 2017; Pink, Lingard, and Harley 2017; Makryniotis 2018). In digital-only fashion, instead of manipulating Instagram-bodies or pursuing muscular corsets (Steele 2003, 143), bodies do not have physical constraints, though, it is difficult to escape the social fabric of body stereotypes (Boler 2007). Always intrigued with the possibility to shift identities, Amber thinks that the “virtual layer of expression” and “thought couture” extend the spirit, body, dress and embodiment (or disembodiment as a new digital Cartesianism?, Boler 2007) of humans who can wear durable slow fashion in the physical lives. In such situation, the gap between the artist-designer and the designer of functional everyday commodities might grow wider. If the tasks and the jurisdiction become significantly different, will this create two separate occupations, and if so, with what kind of other occupations would these fields merge?

Legitimation of digital fashion by communities and the fashion world

Digital fashion reveals the social meanings that we give to objects, artifacts, spaces and garments. Even though non-tokenized digital garment might be copypastable, the context counts: who the garment is bought from, what it represents, and on which platform it is sold, given, won or worn. White t-shirt by Balenciaga has different meaning than the one by Target: the process, designer or brand myth makes the t-shirt desirable (Kawamura 2018; Crane 2019). Instead of only the professional fashion world, digital fashion practices rely on and are largely legitimized by their globally dispersed communities, grown by sharing files and knowledge. According to Atacac’s Jimmy, the function of a brand turns from a specialized provider of products into a community and a design method because “[…] almost anyone can produce anything, there is an online service somewhere where you can order whatever you want.” Both companies believe that community is the key to building the future revenue, however, the dominant fashion world has also gradually granted acceptance, as the digital fashion practices are suddenly appearing in the trend reports, fashion media and are approached by major fashion companies and institutions. For The Fabricant, the success came as a surprise because the initial reception of the fashion world was suspicious—sometimes even hostile—yet curious. They were told that fashion will never be digital because of the lack of tactility. At the beginning the founders found confidence from each other and fellow digital fashion practitioners. Today, they feel that the leap of faith was worthwhile, and digital fashion is better understood because of the media coverage, gaming world and social media filters. Both case studies firmly believe that digital fashion designer will be a career for many. They might be hired by fashion houses or games, or might start a fashion brand selling virtual garments and, sometimes, physical collections.
However, Rickard compares the emerging fashion practice to the digital-ized music industry in which it is easy to enter but difficult to stand out.

**Conclusions**

This article analyzed two cases studies, Atacac and The Fabricant, to shed light on how the fashion subfield of digital 3D fashion design shapes the figure of fashion designers. Both companies rely on open-source philosophy and decentralized community-based legitimation, typical for the digital age. Both differentiate themselves from the traditional fashion world through their discourse, working culture, processes and outcome. They add technological expertise, dynamic collaborative interoperability to the traditional fashion designer skillset, filling the vacant jurisdiction of fashion design as a digital culture and craft where designer becomes a *digital artisan* with artistic independence. As Abbott (1988, 3) argues, “[p]rofessions develop when jurisdictions become vacant, which may happen because they are newly created or because an earlier tenant has left them altogether or lost its firm grip on them.” Technological disturbances and general shifts in culturally accepted values can shake the system of professions dramatically (Abbott 1988, 57). I argue that the socio-technical affordances and the value shift toward flatter, open, fluid and interactive network structures in precarious fashion 4.0 are expanding, liquifying and multiplying the professional figure of fashion designer.

The cases differ from each other in terms of their relationship to physical dimension, professional assemblages and end-products. According to The Fabricant, digital-only fashion has encountered criticism mostly regarding the lack of emotional and embodied attachment that designers and wearers have with physical garments: “the tactile experience of running your fingers over a satin dress” (Semic 2019). To what extent digital-only clothing could become affective enough to induce large-scale consumption? Increasing digital competencies in fashion design education might decrease the haptic, material and embodied knowledge of fashion designers (D. Atkinson 2017, 149–150). How the technological mediation of materials would change the relationships to and the knowledge of the material? Does digital fashion enforce fantasies about disembodiment and predominance of the mind? (Boler 2007). Does cyberworld continue to maintain, reproduce and even fortify the old social and body stereotypes instead of shattering and queering them—something that fashion has always done to some extent? (Vänskä 2014). Many questions ought to be answered in the face of mainstreamization of digital fashion.

Late hype around the blockchain-authenticated digital collectibles NFTs has raised interest toward digital fashion among the biggest players, who rely on evidence-based reasons to transform their operational models. Simultaneously, there is an increasing number of freelancing
professional and amateur digital fashion designers. The non-tokenized digital garments are still copypastable which, in case of companies and designers that do not have as open-source attitude as the presented cases, poses questions regarding intellectual property rights. Further research is needed in various academic fields to study digital fashion phenomenon empirically on a larger scale, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Notes

1. Virtual outfit or appearance of a character or player’s avatar in a video game. Skins are either bought or won, and they typically communicate the status of the character/player. For free online games, such as Fortnite, skins are the main revenue (see Makryniotis 2018).

2. The Institute of Digital Fashion (IoDF), https://institute-digital.fashion, was founded by Cattytay and a fashion consultant Leanne-Elliot Young in late 2020. They created a manifesto, https://indd.adobe.com/view/3991a46d-a089-4278-a11e-64f1710d7cc2, that promotes the ethos of digital fashion. IoDF collaborates with the top fashion schools, institutions and companies worldwide.

3. For example, a multi-brand retailer Dress-X sells digital-only designer clothing, https://dress-x.com/

4. Sharewear is Atacac’s “transparency project” that shares garment 3D-files and patterns online for free.
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